
Religious people are not primitive or naïve. Religious people include the poor,
oppressed, and uneducated, but they also include world-class scientists, physicians,
philosophers, and mathematicians, and people of privilege like doctors, lawyers,
business persons, and billionaires. The answer, though, about whether anyone needs
religion may depend on what the questioner means by religion. If one means
religious rites, traditions, customs, and conventions, perhaps involving incense,
beads, chants, censers, coins, costumes, sacrifices, or postures, one clicked off after
another, like putting money in a parking meter, then the questioner may be right.
But rituals may not be true religion.

In one sense, everyone has a religion. Everyone has a worldview, a way of thinking
about the world’s origin, meaning, morals, and destiny. Some of us have highly
developed senses of these things, while others of us just sort of accept what people
around them say and believe. But we all have one worldview or another—some
religion. Indeed, people make worldviews, make religion, out of everything, from
scientism to naturalism, from humanism to mysticism, and to politics, power, and
sensual pleasures. Humans have such capacity and desire for meaning, for wanting
to know who they are and what they are about, that they’ll turn anything into
religion.

How, though, does one judge something so big, so important, but also so opaque, so
hard to discern within one’s own way of thinking, as a worldview or religion? Wise
thinkers have held that a sound worldview must satisfy the four conditions
mentioned just above. First, it must explain our origin, telling us how we came to
be. Second, it must give meaning to our existence, a reason to carry on. Third, it
must produce a set of reliable morals or guides for social behavior, a way of
conducting ourselves. And fourth, it must deal with our destiny, our death and
beyond. Leave aside any one of these four things, and your worldview or religion
has a problem.

Not all worldviews or religions answer those four questions. Indeed, Christian faith,
or if you prefer, the Christian religion, is the only worldview that supplies sound
perspectives, supported by substantial evidence, on all four if those conditions.
Christianity’s ability to answer the four questions of origin, meaning, morality, and
destiny is not coincidence, nor philosophical musing, imagination, comfort, or



trickery. Rather, Christianity’s rooted comprehensiveness reflects its authenticity,
recommending the faith as reliable, trustworthy, honest, and real.

Consider what that means. Christianity and its root Judaism first show us how we
came to be, not as a chance accumulation of colliding packets of energy, but as
God’s creation. God brought everything into being, not as a primordial bang
flinging chaos across an eternally expanding universe but instead with exquisite
order and balance, beyond all probability making conditions just right for us. God
then created us like him, breathing his Spirit into us, making us not just living and
breathing beings but conscious of ourselves and him. Science proves the grand
design, statistics prove the utter improbability, and your reading this writing proves
the consciousness.

Christianity also shows us why we came to be. Our Creator made his creation not
just to discover him but also to discover his love for us. God isn’t egotistical, proud,
arrogant, wanting to impress us for his own sake, although his creation certainly
does impress. Rather, God created us out of his profound humility, to show such
loving service that he would put himself beneath us to transform us to be like him.
Incredibly, he made us to honor him so that he could honor us.

Christianity then shows us how we are to be. We are God’s moral agents in this
broken world, keeping his command to love others as he loves us. He could have
ignored his creation, but instead he expects something of us. Indeed, he rewards us
for those things that he most cherishes, that represent his loving rule and being. He
is our observer, caring how we act so that we, too, may care. We thus live in a world
of consequence, giving us hope over meaninglessness and despair.

Christianity finally shows us our destiny. We need not return to dust and ashes,
gone, annihilated, not just forgotten but never having had any meaning. Rather,
after a full and fully meaningful life, God invites us to join him in paradise, to
receive our due reward, and to worship him in supreme joy for eternity. We have an
end, not in death but resurrected and transformed life, eternally.

Thus, Christianity is not simply one among many worldviews. Rather, it accurately
represents the world as its Creator made it and then revealed it to us to be. God did
not just make a world filled with purpose. He showed us his purpose so that we may



embrace and pursue our lives with greatest satisfaction, meaning, purpose, and
vigor. Call Christianity religion if you wish, but calling it reality is more accurate.
One has only one fair way to evaluate a worldview, and that is from within it.
Christianity fits the world because God made the world through Christ to reflect
God’s loving character.

Remarkably, God does not just show us these things from afar, in theory, like an
academic. Instead, he shows us these things in intimate events, movements, words,
and touches. God’s revelation of his purpose for each of us is so gentle and
individual, while also so extraordinary, as to prove his purpose with certainty for
any who wish to see it. No other person or thing, no other theory or belief, will do
as he is ready to do for you and for every other person who trusts him. Know this
God who shows you precisely what you need, what no one else, no other
philosophy or religion, has ever done or could do for you.


